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Nomenclature

qi transition maneuver

q̂i stationary maneuver

q̃i escape maneuver

f vector field defining continuous dynamics

x continuous state vector

u control input vector

d disturbance input vector

U control input space

D disturbance input space

Ki feedback control law designed for maneuver qi

σi(i+1) transition command between maneuver qi and qi+1

γi(i+1) guard condition specifying set of states for which transition is enabled between qi and qi+1

Dom domain of flight maneuvers

X0 set of permissible initial continuous states

H Hamiltonian for capture and collision set calculation

p costate vector

φ solution to a Hamilton-Jacobi equation

t time, s

τ time interval, s

Ri target set for maneuver qi

R fi(R,Ki,τi) capture set for target R , in mode qi, using controller Ki, over time interval [0,τi]

A avoid set for all maneuvers

A fi(A,Ki,τi) collision set for mode qi, using controller Ki, over time interval [0,τi]

W0 subset of Rn used to initialize an invariant set calculation

W ∞
f invariant set under vector field f over infinite time horizon [0,∞)

L communication latency, s

B disc in the plane

a0 unsafe radius, m

V neighborhood of states around the fuel boom

x1 longitudinal distance from the tanker to the UAV, m

x1 f desired longitudinal distance from the tanker to the UAV, m

x2 lateral distance from the tanker to the UAV, m

x2 f desired lateral distance from the tanker to the UAV, m

x3 heading of the tanker relative to the UAV, rad

u1 control input, translational velocity of UAV, m/s

u2 control input, angular velocity of UAV, rad/s

d1 disturbance input, translational velocity of tanker, m/s

v0 nominal translational velocity of tanker, m/s



Subscript

i, j index of a discrete state

Superscript

C complement of a set

T transpose of a vector or matrix

I. Introduction

In modern autonomous flight systems, the tasks of management and control of aircraft are fre-
quently distributed between an onboard autonomous controller and external human operators or
supervisors. In safety-critical scenarios, the decision authority to perform a given flight maneuver
usually rests exclusively with the human operators, while proper design of the flight control system
can be used to ensure that the aircraft remains within safe operational limits during the maneuver.1

However, if a scenario involves simultaneous control of one or more vehicles over communication
delay, then it can become difficult for a human operator to foresee all safety issues, and unsafe sit-
uations may arise.2, 3 Thus, an important consideration is how an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
would detect and respond to situations in which a human operator command would place the UAV
in imminent danger. For cases in which the goals of the vehicle are known at design time, and
this vehicle may be the only vehicle in operation, many issues can be accounted for with design
choices, specialized operator consoles, and training. However, in so-called mixed-initiative scenar-
ios, where many vehicles operate in the same airspace and/or a vehicle is simultaneously operating
on several goal sets, run-time decisions regarding safety of commands may prevent unintended
behaviors that are mathematically foreseeable, but are not obvious to a trained operator.

This paper considers, in particular, mixed-initiative scenarios composed of a finite sequence of
pre-defined flight maneuvers, where the transitions between maneuvers can be controlled by human
operators or initiated autonomously by the UAV. The overall system can be modeled formally as
a hybrid system–a system whose dynamics evolve both in the discrete and continuous domain. In
this case, the discrete dynamics are the transitions between flight maneuvers, while the continuous
dynamics are comprised of the evolution of aircraft states when executing individual maneuvers.

Under this setting, a systematic approach is proposed, based upon previous work on hybrid
system verification and controller synthesis,4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 for designing maneuver control laws and
switching conditions so as to satisfy the following objectives: 1) target attainability – each flight
maneuver is initiated from a configuration that can be driven into a desired target configuration
in finite time; 2) safety – each flight maneuver satisfies a pre-defined safety condition through the
entire course of the maneuver; and 3) robustness – the previous conditions are satisfied even under
command latency and environment disturbance.



To discuss this design approach in a concrete setting, consider the particular scenario of Au-
tomated (or Autonomous) Aerial Refueling (AAR).10, 11, 12, 13, 14 During a refueling operation, a
UAV detaches from its formation, and approaches the rear of a tanker aircraft for refueling. The
boom operator onboard the tanker then lowers a fuel boom to refuel the UAV; once the refueling is
complete, the operator disconnects the boom and the UAV rejoins its formation.

This description naturally decomposes AAR into several distinct phases, namely an “approach
tanker” phase, a “refueling” phase, and a “rejoin formation” phase. To introduce further structure
into the refueling operation, the approach and rejoin phases could consist of a sequence of flight
maneuvers. Thus, the entire scenario can be modeled by a sequential mode transition system,
where each discrete mode represents a particular flight maneuver. In the execution of each flight
maneuver, the state evolution of the UAV (position and heading changes) can be described by
continuous time kinematic models.

Boom Operator Tanker Pilot

UAV Operator

UAV

Figure 1. Communications in automated aerial refueling are subject to latency, as commands intended for the unmanned vehicle originate
from or are relayed through a UAV Operator.

To ensure the correct and safe operation of AAR, a computational reachability analysis can be
performed for each flight maneuver in the refueling sequence to determine 1) the capture set: the
set of aircraft states from which a maneuver can be completed within a finite time horizon; and
2) the collision set: the set of aircraft states from which the trajectory of a flight maneuver passes
through a collision zone centered on the tanker aircraft. For nonlinear aircraft dynamics, these
sets can be computed using numerical solutions of Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equations
(PDEs).9

At design time, the capture sets and collision sets computed for the various maneuvers in the
AAR sequence can be used to guide the choice of maneuver control laws and switching conditions
so as to ensure that each maneuver terminates in an aircraft state which satisfies the target attain-
ability and safety objective of the next maneuver (thus allowing the next maneuver to be feasibly
initiated). Furthermore, through appropriate modifications of the reachability analysis, the effects
of bounded disturbances and communication latency can also be taken into account. However, in
such cases, the resulting design of maneuver control laws and switching conditions is in general



more conservative than the case in which the robustness factors are not considered.
The methodology and results described in this paper extend the work previously presented at

the IEEE Conference on Decision and Control15 in several important directions. First, a formal
description is given of the procedure for applying reachability analysis to general sequential mode
transition systems. Second, a framework is included to account for deterministic communication
latency when issuing mode transition commands. Finally, the reachability analysis performed in
this paper uses distances, velocities, and physical constraints that more accurately reflect the aerial
refueling example, including appropriately modified controller parameters.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II provides an overview of related work
in the domain of formal verification and flight maneuver design. Section III provides a formal
statement of the maneuver sequence design problem. Section IV briefly reviews the method of
Hamilton-Jacobi reachability for nonlinear continuous systems. Section V introduces a reachability-
based procedure for performing the maneuver sequence design. Section VI discusses extensions of
this design procedure to account for non-ideal operating conditions such as communication latency
and improper initialization. These methods are then specialized to the particular case of automated
aerial refueling in Section VII, and the results of the reachability analysis along with simulated
scenarios are presented in Section VIII. Finally, some conclusions and directions for future work
are discussed in Section IX.

II. Related Work

II.A. Hamilton-Jacobi Reachability

The method of Hamilton-Jacobi (H-J) reachability9 is developed for computing the set of initial
conditions reachable, under continuous time dynamics, to a pre-specified subset of the continuous
state space. In the work by Tomlin et al.,8 one can find a comprehensive overview of the compu-
tational techniques underlying the H-J reachability, its use in analyzing and verifying continuous
time nonlinear systems as well as hybrid systems.

This method has seen successes in numerous aeronautical applications. In the work by Mitchell
et al.9 and Bayen,16 the authors present a method for detecting possible “loss of separation”
between pairs of aircraft over a given airspace, based upon backward reachable sets computed
using H-J PDEs. Using this formulation of the collision avoidance problem, the reachable set
method has been used to verify safety of conflict resolution aircraft maneuvers,17 and closely
spaced parallel approaches for airport runways.18 The results of the reachability calculations were
validated in extensive simulations as well as UAV flight experiments.19, 20 While the focus of these
previous applications lies largely in safety verification, this paper proposes a method for using
reachability analysis as a design tool for choosing the transition conditions and continuous control
laws of a maneuver sequence so as to satisfy the desired specifications.



In systems that involve human-automation interactions, H-J reachability has also been success-
fully demonstrated as a method for informing human decisions. In the work by Oishi et al.,21

the authors use reachability analysis to determine whether the pilot display of a civil jet aircraft
contained enough information for the pilot to safely perform a Take-off/Go-Around (TO/GA) ma-
neuver from a Flare landing maneuver. In another example,22 reachable sets computed using H-J
methods are used to inform decisions on the re-initiation of a landing maneuver during TO/GA,
and the results were demonstrated on a fixed-wing UAV (T-33). Building upon these previous
works, this paper also proposes methods for using reachable sets as a visual tool for guiding hu-
man operator decisions in scenarios where there is latency in the communication channel or when
a maneuver sequence is improperly initialized.

II.B. Alternative Reachability Approaches

Aside from H-J reachability, there is a myriad of alternative approaches in the domain of reach-
able set based system verification for hybrid systems. The work considering timed automata
and linear hybrid automata includes seminal papers by Alur23 and Henzinger.24 Results have
been generalized to linear and nonlinear continuous dynamics, with supporting computational
tools.25, 6, 7, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30 Methods that operate on system abstractions can reduce computational
complexity, including simulation and bisimulation relations,31, 32, 33 which construct discrete ab-
stractions of hybrid system dynamics. In comparison, the H-J method has the advantage of being
able to handle nonlinear continuous dynamics perturbed by bounded disturbances, albeit at the cost
of higher computational complexity.

In reachability work relating to stochastic systems, Prandini et al.34 discuss the use of Markov
chains to determine the reachability of some stochastic system in some lookahead time (potentially
infinite). Air traffic management as a driving example for distributed control and stochastic anal-
ysis of safety-critical real-time systems is demonstrated in the HYBRIDGE report.35 In many of
these applications, events that jeopardize the safety of the system are rare, and using probabilis-
tic methods such as Monte Carlo simulations,36 it is possible to estimate the probability of these
events through stochastic reachability and obtain some measure of confidence in the safety of a
system design.37 On the other hand, for systems with persistent environment disturbances that
are known to lie within certain bounds, deterministic reachability can be used to provide stronger
performance guarantees for relevant disturbances such as perturbations in velocity or heading.

II.C. Flight Maneuver Design Approaches

State feedback is a common approach to the design and implementation of flight maneuvers. In
general, a trajectory is generated (or designed) and the vehicle tracks this trajectory based on an
on-board guidance and navigation system. Depending on the maneuver, this trajectory may be



globally fixed (for example, a glideslope for landing) or defined from a location decided at flight
time (for example, a waypoint). For certain maneuvers, additional scrutiny is given due to their
proximity to regions of stall or other vehicles. Details for optimal Go-Around and Flare maneuvers
are given in the work of Buell.38 Interestingly, transitions between these maneuvers can also be
discussed in the framework of reachability, as in the previously mentioned work by Oishi et al.21

Alternatively, maneuver sequence synthesis may be performed at runtime using path-planning
algorithms. Bottasso et al.39 demonstrate smooth path planning using motion primitives to pass
through a series of waypoints constituting a track. This approach is related to that applied by Fraz-
zoli et al.40 and Koo et al.,41 both of which are focused on rotorcraft. Although these algorithms
are computationally efficient, providing robust performance guarantees are often complicated by
the presence of model uncertainty and environment disturbances at runtime.

To address safety concerns, safe maneuvers with real-time trajectory generation were shown by
Waydo et al.42 for the case of formation flight with an autonomous vehicle, where several control
modes are used depending on loss of communication with a manned vehicle. This approach was
proved safe using runtime predictive control, requiring a solution to the stationary Riccati equation
over (essentially) infinite time, and is interesting to compare to backward reachability, in that this
is essentially a forward reachability solution to validate a specific trajectory (rather than validate
all potential trajectories using backward reachability).

As an alternative, Lyapunov functions can be also used to provide robust guarantees on the
closed-loop performance of the system under a given controller design. Relevant to the work in
this paper is a Lyapunov-based method proposed by Burridge et al.,43 in the context of motion
planning applications, for composing sequences of local feedback controllers to achieve a desired
final configuration. Under this method, the authors construct local controllers whose domains of
attraction are estimated from the level sets of Lyapunov functions. Sequential composition is then
performed by ensuring that the goal set of a given controller is contained within the domain of
attraction of the next controller in the sequence.

For applications with nonlinear continuous dynamics, constructing appropriate Lyapunov func-
tions satisfying the desired stability objectives can be a non-trivial task. Depending on the choice
of Lyapunov functions, estimates of the domain of attraction can be also quite conservative, es-
pecially when system dynamics are perturbed by disturbances. By using H-J methods to generate
the relevant reachable sets, the methodology proposed in this paper avoids the need for selecting
Lyapunov functions, while reducing the conservatism in estimating the domain of attraction. Also,
it is worth noting that local controllers produced through Lyapunov methods can be evaluated us-
ing Hamilton-Jacobi reachability for satisfaction of target attainability and safety objectives. Thus,
the presented approach is not meant to supplant existing methods for robust nonlinear controller
design, but to augment them.



II.D. Automated Aerial Refueling

The coordination of high-level mode switches described in this paper depends on external solu-
tions to capturing the boom, and maintaining relative distance while refueling. A vision-based
sensing and navigation system for AAR is proposed by Valasek et al.,12 and Williamson’s work44

discusses a sensor fusion approach for state estimation in AAR. Demonstrations of AAR have
been made, notably Boeing’s successful demonstration using a UAV surrogate Lear Jet45 to show
proof of concept, and a separate demonstration by DARPA and NASA’s Dryden Test Flight Cen-
ter over Edwards Air Force Base, using a specially configured F/A-18: the first hands-off AAR
demonstration.11

III. Maneuver Sequence Design Problem

III.A. System Dynamics

Consider a maneuver sequence consisting of flight maneuvers q1,q2, ...,qN , where maneuver qi

is followed by maneuver qi+1. In the context of the AAR application, this corresponds to the
maneuvers performed by a UAV in the various phases of the refueling procedure.

While performing a given maneuver qi, the aircraft motion is assumed to be described by an
ordinary differential equation (ODE) model ẋ = fi(x,ui,di), x(0) = x0, where x ∈ Rn is the state
of the aircraft, ui ∈ Rnc,i are the control inputs, and di ∈ Rnd,i are the disturbance parameters. The
control inputs are subject to the constraint ui ∈ Ui, where Ui is a compact subset of Rnc,i . The
disturbance parameters are used to capture the effects of modeling uncertainties and environment
disturbances. It is assumed that some conservative bounds are available for these parameters in the
form of di ∈ Di, where Di is a compact subset of Rnd,i .

More concisely, the system dynamics over the course of the maneuver sequence is described
by the equation

ẋ = fq(x,u,d), x(0) = x0, (1)

where q ∈ {1, ...,N}, x ∈ Rn, u ∈ Uq, and d ∈ Dq.
In a mixed-initiative scenario, transition from one maneuver to the next is allowed to be either

commanded by a human operator or initiated autonomously by the aircraft control system. To
model a human commanded transition, the transition between maneuver qi and qi+1 is enabled
by an external operator command σi(i+1), when a guard condition γi(i+1) ⊂ Rn on the continuous
state x is satisfied. To model an autonomous transition, each maneuver qi is also associated with a
domain Dom(qi) ⊂ Rn, so that x /∈ Dom(qi) results in an autonomous transition to the next mode
qi+1 in the maneuver sequence, regardless of whether an external transition command is received.
The maneuver sequence model described here is a special class of hybrid systems, thus allowing
formal analysis under previously developed tools in this domain.46, 47



III.B. Maneuver Sequence Design with Target Attainability Objectives

First, consider a problem specification where the objective of each maneuver qi is to drive the
continuous state x into a desired target set Ri ⊂Rn, while avoiding a set A⊂Rn. Note that A is the
same for each maneuver. Here the sets Ri ⊂Rn could represent a sequence of waypoints, while the
set A could represent unsafe operating conditions of the vehicle, or proximity to another vehicle.
The control design problem then becomes one of choosing the continuous input in each maneuver
as a feedback policy ui = Ki(x), as well as the switching conditions, defined by the guards and
the maneuver domains, so as to achieve the desired objectives. More specifically, the problem
statement is as follows.

Problem 1: Given target sets Ri⊂Rn, i= 1, ...,N, and avoid set A⊂Rn, choose feedback laws
Ki, guard conditions γi(i+1), and maneuver domains Dom(qi) such that regardless of the realization
of the disturbances di, the system trajectory satisfies (q(ti),x(ti)) ∈ qi×Ri and x(t) /∈ A, ∀t ≤ tN ,
for some sequence of times t0 = 0 < t1 < · · ·< tN < ∞.

III.C. Maneuver Sequence Design with Target Attainability and Invariance Objectives

The problem described previously is well-suited for scenarios in which a sequence of maneuvers
is to be performed consecutively, without dwelling in any particular maneuver. For cases in which
the vehicle is to be held in a certain configuration over an indefinite period of time, for example
when the UAV is being refueled during AAR, it is necessary for the maneuver sequence to include
flight maneuvers in which the goal is not to reach a target set, but rather to keep the system state
within a certain set of desired configurations.

To distinguish the various maneuvers, those with target attainability objectives (as described in
Section III.B will be referred to as transition maneuvers, while those with invariance objectives (as
described in the preceding paragraph) will be referred to as stationary maneuvers.

In terms of the system model, the set of transition maneuvers qi can be augmented with a set
of stationary maneuvers q̂i, inserted into the maneuver sequence in between qi and qi+1, with a
possible final stationary maneuver q̂N following qN . Similarly, as for the transition maneuvers,
the system dynamics in a stationary maneuver q̂i is described by an ODE model ẋ = f̂i(x, ûi, d̂i),
x(0) = x0. A transition from qi to q̂i is enabled by a command σ̂i with an associated guard condition
γ̂i, while a transition q̂i to qi+1 is enabled by σi(i+1) with the guard condition γi(i+1).

The objective of each stationary maneuver q̂i is to keep the system state within a set Wi ⊂
Rn satisfying Ri ⊂Wi ⊂ Rn\A, using an admissible feedback control law ûi = K̂i(x). Namely,
following each transition maneuver, it is desired to keep the system state within a neighborhood of
the target set while awaiting command for the next transition maneuver. The augmented maneuver
design problem is then as follows.

Problem 2: Given Ri ⊂ Rn, i = 1, ...,N, and avoid set A ⊂ Rn, choose feedback laws Ki, K̂i,



guard conditions γi(i+1), γ̂i, and maneuver domains Dom(qi) such that regardless of the realization
of the disturbances di, the system trajectory satisfies

1. (q(ti),x(ti)) ∈ qi×Ri and x(t) /∈ A, ∀t ≤ tN , for some sequence of times t0 = 0 < t1 < · · ·<
tN < ∞;

2. (q(t),x(t)) ∈ q̂i×Wi, ∀t ∈ [ti, t̂i], where Ri ⊂Wi ⊂ Rn\A, and t̂i < ∞ are the time instants at
which the system transitions to maneuver qi+1 from q̂i.

IV. Overview of Hamilton-Jacobi Reachability

From the descriptions given in the previous section, the maneuver design problems can be
viewed as reachability problems where the goal is to design control laws so as to either reach some
target set while avoiding some undesired set, or to remain within some invariant set. In this section,
some previous work on reachability analysis for nonlinear continuous systems will be reviewed.
This will become useful in formulating systematic design procedures for Problems 1 and 2. For
the rest of this section, the following continuous system dynamics will be considered.

ẋ = f (x,u,d), x(0) = x0, (2)

where x ∈ Rn, u ∈ U, and d ∈ D.

IV.A. Capture Set

Definition 1: Given a target set R, the capture set R f (R,τ) over time horizon τ for system (2)
is the set of initial conditions x0, for which there exists a feedback control policy u = K(x, t) on
[0,τ], such that for any disturbance d satisfying d(t) ∈ D, ∀t ∈ [0,τ], the state trajectory under (2)
satisfies x(t) ∈ R, for some t ∈ [0,τ].

As shown in previous work by Mitchell et al.,9 this set can be computed using a Hamilton-
Jacobi PDE. Specifically, suppose the target set can be represented by a function φR such that x∈ R

if and only if φR(x) ≤ 0 (referred to as a level set function for R), then consider the following
Hamilton-Jacobi (H-J) equation:

∂φ
∂ t

+min
[

0,H
(

x,
∂φ
∂x

)]
= 0, φ(x,0) = φR(x) (3)

where the optimal Hamiltonian H is given by

H (x, p) = min
u∈U

max
d∈D

pT f (x,u,d). (4)



Then by the argument presented in the work of Mitchell et al.,9 R f (R,τ) = {x ∈ X ,φ(x,−τ)≤ 0},
where φ is the unique viscosity solution48 to (3). Furthermore, as discussed in previous work
by Tomlin et al.,47 a control policy for reaching the target set R can be synthesized, at least in
principle, according to

u∗(x, t)∈argmin
u∈U

max
d∈D

p(x,−t)T f (x,u,d), t ∈ [0,T ], (5)

where p = ∂φ
∂x (typically referred to as the costate vector) can be evaluated by taking spatial deriva-

tives of the solution φ to (3).
For cases in which one is interested in finding the capture set with respect to a particular

choice of control law u = K(x), namely the set of initial conditions x0 such that x(t) ∈ R under
K, for some t ∈ [0,τ], regardless of the disturbance, then the Hamiltonian reduces to H (x, p) =

maxd∈D pT f (x,K(x),d). The set of such states will be denoted by R f (R,K,τ).
On a computational note, numerical solutions of H-J equations can be calculated on a grid

of the continuous state space Rn using the MATLAB Toolbox for Level Set Methods developed
by Mitchell,49 implemented based upon the level set theory and computational methodologies
described extensively in the texts by Osher and Fedkiw50 and Sethian.51 The numerical solutions
provide convergent approximations of the true solutions of (3) as the grid size is refined. However,
due to computational complexity, the continuous models are required to be low order (n≤ 5).

IV.B. Unsafe Sets

Two kinds of unsafe sets are introduced in this work: those in which there is no safe behavior
within that set if the disturbance plays optimally, and those in which an unsafe situation (e.g. a
collision between two aircraft) may result if a specific controller is used while in that set. The latter
(called the collision set in this work) is of primary importance in this paper.
Definition 2: Given a set A to be avoided, the unsafe set A f (A,τ) over time horizon τ for system
(2) is the set of initial conditions x0, for which regardless of the choice of feedback control policy
u = K(x, t) on [0,τ], there exists a realization of the disturbance d satisfying d(t) ∈ D, ∀t ∈ [0,τ],
such that the state trajectory under (2) satisfies x(t) ∈ A, for some t ∈ [0,τ].

From this definition, it can be observed that the main difference between a capture set and an
unsafe set lies in the objective of the control. Namely, in the former case, the control tries to reach
some terminal set R, while in the latter case, it tries to avoid some terminal set A. Correspondingly,
an unsafe set can be computed similarly as in (3) by setting φ(x,0) = φA(x) for some level set
representation of A and defining the Hamiltonian as

H (x, p) = max
u∈U

min
d∈D

pT f (x,u,d). (6)



It is important to note that the complement of the unsafe set, denoted by A C
f (A,τ)=Rn\A f (A,τ),

is the set of initial conditions x0 for which there exists some choice of policy u = K(x, t) such that
regardless of the disturbance d, the system trajectory satisfies x(t) /∈ A, ∀t ∈ [0,τ] and hence the
safety constraint.
Definition 3: Given a set A to be avoided, and a choice of control law K : Rn→ Rn, the collision

set A f (A,K,τ) over time horizon τ for system (2) is the set of initial conditions x0 for which
there exists a disturbance realization d satisfying d(t) ∈ D, ∀t ∈ [0,τ], such that x(t) ∈ A for some
t ∈ [0,τ], if u = K(x) on [0,τ].

In other words, a collision set is the set of states for which the system trajectory under a partic-
ular choice of control law may be rendered unsafe by run-time disturbances. This set can be found
by setting the Hamiltonian to H (x, p) = mind∈D pT f (x,K(x),d). By inverting the above definition,
it can be seen that the complement of a collision set A C

f (A,K,τ) = Rn\A f (A,K,τ) is the set of
initial conditions x0 for which regardless of the disturbance realization d, the system trajectory
satisfies x(t) /∈ A, ∀t ∈ [0,τ], if u = K(x) on [0,τ].

IV.C. Invariant Set

Definition 4: An invariant set W ∞
f for system (2) is a set of initial conditions x0, for which there

exists a choice of control policy u = K(x, t), such that regardless of any disturbance d satisfying
d(t) ∈ D, ∀t ∈ [0,τ], the state trajectory under (2) satisfies x(t) ∈W ∞

f , ∀t ≥ 0.
In fact, this set can be computed by a modification of the unsafe set calculation. Specifically,

observe that for a given set W0 ⊂ Rn, the set of initial conditions x0 ∈W0 for which there exists
a policy u = K(x, t) such that the system trajectory satisfies x(t) ∈W0, ∀t ∈ [0,τ], regardless of
the disturbance d is given by Wf (τ) = A C

f (W
C
0 ,τ). Thus, by letting τ → ∞, an invariant subset

of W0 can be computed over arbitrarily long time horizons. If the solution of the corresponding
H-J equation for Wf (τ) converges, namely suppose Wf (τ)→ W̄f ⊂ Rn, then the infinite horizon
invariant set is simply given by W ∞

f = W̄f . For further details, the interested reader is referred to
previous work by Tomlin et al.47

V. Maneuver Sequence Design Using Reachability Analysis

From the discussions in Section III, the main difficulties associated with the maneuver sequence
design problems posed in Problem 1 and 2 include 1) nondeterminism in system dynamics, and 2)
proper composition of the maneuver sequence through the switching conditions.

The nondeterminism in the system dynamics arises from both the realization of the distur-
bances, which is unknown at design time, and the timings of the external switching commands
given by human operators, which could vary from one execution of the maneuver sequence to an-
other. For a robust controller design, the design procedure needs to take into account the set of all



admissible system trajectories under these uncertainties. On the other hand, proper composition
of maneuvers is necessary to ensure that any given maneuver in the sequence will terminate in a
condition for which the objectives of the next maneuver is feasible.

In the following, some procedures are proposed for performing controller design for Problems
1 and 2 in a systematic manner, through the use of reachability analysis as described in Section IV
to guide the design of continuous feedback laws and switching conditions.

V.A. Target Attainability Objectives

Suppose that the target set sequence Ri and the avoid set A are given. Consider the following
procedure to satisfy the objectives of Problem 1, starting with qi = qN .

1. Design a control law Ki that regulates the continuous state x from Ri−1 to Ri.

2. Compute the capture set for qi to the first time instant τi, such that Ri−1 ⊂R fi(Ri,Ki,τi).

3. Compute (over the same period [0,τi]) the corresponding collision set A fi(A,Ki,τi).

4. Verify the safety condition Ri−1 ⊂A C
fi (A,Ki,τi). If this condition does not hold, modify the

design of the control law Ki. Otherwise, go on to the following step.

5. Repeat steps 1-3 for qi−1 until q1. For q1, set R0 = X0, where X0 is the set of permissible
initial conditions.

6. Choose guard conditions as

γi(i+1) = R fi+1(Ri+1,Ki+1,τi+1)∩A C
fi+1

(A,Ki+1,τi+1), i = 0, ...,N−1.

7. Choose domain of each maneuver as Dom(qi) = RC
i , i = 1, ...,N−1 and Dom(qN) = Rn.

It can be verified that the resulting feedback laws and switching conditions from this procedure
will satisfy the specifications of Problem 1. First, by steps 1-4 of the design procedure, the feedback
law Ki satisfies Ri−1 ⊂ R fi(Ri,Ki,τi)∩A C

fi (A,Ki,τi), thus ensuring that, under the dynamics of
maneuver qi−1, any system trajectory initialized from within Ri−1 will reach Ri within τi time units
under Ki, regardless of the realization of the disturbance di. Second, by the choice of the guard
condition in step 6, a commanded transition from maneuver qi−1 to qi is only enabled when the
continuous state x is in a configuration for which the objectives of qi is feasible under control law
Ki. Finally, the choice of the maneuver domain in step 7 specifies an autonomous transition to the
next maneuver when the target set of a given maneuver qi is reached, so as to prevent scenarios
where the system trajectory enters and leaves the feasible set of maneuver qi+1, before an operator
command to transition is received by the UAV.



Remark 1: It is assumed that the maneuvers qi and the target sets Ri are chosen in such a manner
so as to enable the design of a family of control laws Ki driving the system state from Ri−1 to Ri ac-
cording to standard techniques for either linear or nonlinear continuous time systems, for example
according to previous work on motion primitive design for autonomous aerial vehicles.40, 41

For the AAR application, it is sufficient to consider simple proportional controllers for driving
the vehicle states from one waypoint to the next under standard kinematic models for the motion
of the UAV and the tanker aircraft.

Remark 2: The safety verification step 4 in the above procedure is important due to the fact
that there may be nonempty intersection between the capture set R fi(Ri,Ki,τi) and the collision set
A C

fi (A,Ki,τi). This corresponds to the set of initial conditions x0 for which there may exist some
realization of the disturbance di on [0,τi] such that, under control law Ki, the system trajectory
satisfies x(t)∈ Ri, for some t ∈ [0,τi], but x(t ′)∈ A for some t ′ ∈ [0, t). In such a case, Ki is a choice
of control law which achieves the target attainability, but not necessarily the safety objective.

Remark 3: The choice of guard condition in step 6 is somewhat conservative due to the fact it
may preclude certain system states from which the system trajectory can enter the desired target
set of a maneuver before entering an unsafe configuration. To reduce this conservatism, a modi-
fied reachability calculation combining target attainability and safety objectives can be performed,
by solving a constrained H-J PDE.52 This would then replace the capture sets and collision sets
in the maneuver sequence design procedure. The method given here is chosen for simplicity of
presentation and ease of computation.

V.B. Invariance Objectives

For Problem 2, it can be observed that the target attainability objectives for the transition maneuvers
qi can still be satisfied by performing the design procedures given in the preceding section. How-
ever, some additional design steps are necessary in order to ensure that the invariance objectives
are met, and that the stationary maneuvers are properly composed with the transition maneuvers.
For this, consider the following design procedure for the stationary maneuvers q̂i.

1. Design a stabilizing control law K̂i for Ri.

2. Choose a set W̃i satisfying Ri ⊂ W̃i ⊂ γi(i+1), where the guard condition γi(i+1) is as chosen
in step 6 of the design procedure for Problem 1 (note that γi(i+1) ⊂ Rn\A).

3. Compute an invariant subset W ∞

f̂i
⊂ W̃i as per the procedures described in Section IV.C.

4. Check the condition Ri ⊂W ∞

f̂i
. If this condition does not hold, then modify either the control

law K̂i or the choice of W̃i.

5. Choose guard conditions γ̂i =W ∞

f̂i
, i = 1, ...,N.



6. Repeat steps 1-5 for each stationary maneuver q̂i. For i = N, set γN(N+1) = Rn\A.

For a control law K̂i designed according to steps 1-4 of this procedure, the resulting system
trajectory initiated from any state x0 ∈W ∞

f̂i
will satisfy x(t) ∈W ∞

f̂i
, ∀t ≥ 0, by definition of the

invariant set given in Section IV.C. Furthermore by ensuring the condition Ri ⊂W ∞

f̂i
in step 4 and

by choosing the guard condition as in step 5, it is assured that a transition from maneuver qi into q̂i

is only taken when x lies in the invariant set W ∞

f̂i
. Finally, by choosing W̃i as in step 2, the invariant

subset W ∞

f̂i
is assured to lie within the feasible set of the next transition maneuver qi+1. As in the

case of Problem 1, it is assumed that a stabilizing control laws K̂i can be designed for maneuver q̂i

in a feasible manner, for example through appropriate choices of motion primitives.40, 41

VI. Extensions for Non-ideal Operating Conditions

VI.A. Command Latency

In scenarios where a human operator is situated at a large geographical distance away from the
UAV, communication latency could cause large delays in the reception of operator commands
by the UAV, as well as in the transmission of state data to the operator. Without some mitigating
control or supervision, this could result in significant difficulties for the UAV operator in awareness
of dangerous approaches, awareness of collision, etc.2

The design of guard conditions as described in Section V will guard against unsafe commands
made under delayed information, by checking feasibility conditions defined in terms of capture
sets and collision sets. However, to minimize operator mistakes, appropriate modifications of the
capture sets and collision sets can be presented as visual aids, taking into account the effects of
latency. In the following discussion, it is assumed that there is a deterministic, symmetric latency of
L time units in the communication channel, known at design time. For simplicity of presentation,
these modifications will be described only for the case of Problem 1.

First, it is remarked that the capture set calculation given in Section IV.A can be appropriately
modified to compute the set of initial conditions controllable to a target set R at the end of some
time interval [0,τ], rather than within [0,τ], by simply replacing the min(0,H) term in (3) by H.48

This modified capture set will be denoted by R̄ f (R,K,τ).
To ensure the target attainability condition, first consider a modification of the capture set for

maneuver qi under latency as follows.

RLat
qi

(Ri,Ki,τi,L) = R̄ fi−1(R fi(Ri,Ki,τi),Ki−1,2L)

In other words, this is the set of states that can be driven inside the capture set of qi at the end of
the time interval [0,2L] by the control law Ki−1.

Now suppose that the human operator uses the set RLat
qi

(Ri,Ki,τi,L) as a visual aid for the



decision whether to transition from qi−1 to qi. Consider a scenario during run-time where the state
vector of the UAV at time t satisfies x(t) ∈RLat

qi
(Ri,Ki,τi,L). This information is received by the

human operator at time t +L, when the actual state of the UAV has translated to some new value
x(t + L) under control law Ki−1. If the operator decides, based upon this information, to issue
a maneuver transition command, then the command will be received by the UAV at time t + 2L.
Then by definition of the modified capture set calculation, x(t +2L) ∈R fi(Ri,Ki,τi). This ensures
that the target attainability objective will be satisfied for maneuver qi.

To also ensure the safety condition, consider a modified collision set calculation for maneuver
qi under latency as follows.

A Lat
qi

(A,Ki,τi,L) = A fi−1(A fi(A,Ki,τi),Ki−1,2L)

In other words, this is the set of states that can arrive inside the collision set of qi within the time
interval [0,2L] under the control law Ki−1.

Now suppose that the human operator also has access to the set A Lat
qi

(A,Ki,τi,L) when making
the decision on transitioning from qi−1 to qi. Consider a scenario during run-time where the state
vector of the UAV at time t satisfies x(t) /∈ A Lat

qi
(A,Ki,τi,L). This information is received by the

human operator at time t +L, when the actual state of the UAV has translated to some new value
x(t +L) under control law Ki−1. If the operator decides, based upon this information, to issue a
maneuver transition command, then the command will be received by the UAV at time t+2L. Then
by definition of the collision set, the system trajectory satisfies x(t ′) /∈A fi(A,Ki,τi),∀t ′ ∈ [t, t+2L].
This ensures that the transition to maneuver qi will be safe.

It is important to note that in the case where L is only an upper bound rather than the exact
communication latency, then the use of A Lat

qi
(A,Ki,τi,L) as described above will still ensure that

the safety condition is not violated when the transition command is received by the UAV.

VI.B. Improper Initialization

In scenarios where a fault condition occurring during run-time causes the assumptions of the hybrid
system model to be violated, the guarantees provided by the reachability analysis will no longer be
valid. However, some appropriate design choices can be made at design time to enable recovery
from certain classes of fault condition. In this work, the fault condition of improper initialization
will be considered. Specifically, this is the case where the overall maneuver sequence is initialized
in an initial condition x0 /∈ γ01 = R f1(R1,K1,τ1)∩A C

f1 (A,K1,τ1), for example due to difficulties
in resolving multiple collision constraints in mixed-initiative scenarios. In such cases, there is
no guarantee that the system trajectory will satisfy the target attainability and safety objectives of
maneuver q1, under the control law K1. However, there may nonetheless exist alternative choices
of control laws which will recover the system within the guard condition γi−1(i) of some maneuver



qi, possibly with i 6= 1, so that the maneuver sequence can be performed from qi onwards.
To address this fault condition, the designer can consider adding a finite number of general

purpose maneuvers {q̃1, q̃2, ..., q̃M}, for example “turn left”, “turn right”, “move forward”, etc.,
each equipped with system dynamics ẋ = f̃i(x, ũi, d̃i) and control law K̃i. Throughout the rest of
this paper, these maneuvers will be referred to as escape maneuvers. The problem of recovering
from the fault condition could then be formulated as one of constructing a maneuver sequence
from the library of escape maneuvers at run-time, which drives the continuous state of the system
into the feasible set γi−1(i) of a maneuver qi in the nominal maneuver sequence.

In this case, the ordering of escape maneuvers may not be anticipated at design time. Thus, in
scenarios with large latency L, an autonomous solution to this problem is preferred. In separate
work by the authors,53 an algorithm for automatically synthesizing a maneuver sequence that drives
the state of the system into some desired target set while evading some undesirable avoid set is
discussed. In this paper, to take full advantage of the insight provided by trained human operators,
the focus will be on scenarios with small latency, where reachable set information can be used at
run-time to guide the construction of the maneuver sequence under human supervision.

First, for each escape maneuver q̃i, a collision set computation can be performed at design time
to determine the set of states A f̃i(A, K̃i, τ̃i) that can be driven into A by some realization of the
disturbance d̃i, over some appropriate choice of time horizon τ̃i. The time horizon should be long
enough so that the collision set does not provide misleading information to the human operator, but
also not so long that the resulting decisions are rendered excessively conservative, and appropriate
time horizons will differ for each application and system dynamics.

At run-time, a human operator can consult these sets to determine appropriate choices of escape
maneuvers. As long as the system is initialized at a state outside the intersection of collision sets
for the escape maneuvers, namely x0 /∈

⋂
q̃i

A f̃i(A, K̃i, τ̃i), at least one safe escape maneuver q̃i is
available. A safe maneuver can then be selected so as to make progress towards the feasible set
γi−1(i) of qi, while avoiding the set A. During the execution of this maneuver over time interval
[0, τ̃i], the operator can consult the computed collision sets and plan the next escape maneuver q̃ j

in the fault recovery sequence. Then when it is safe to perform maneuver q̃ j, a command can be
issued to transition, and the procedure would repeat until the system state enters γi−1(i).

VII. Example

VII.A. Automatic Aerial Refueling (AAR) Process

In a typical aerial refueling process, a formation of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) approaches
a human piloted tanker aircraft. One by one, the UAVs perform a sequence of maneuvers to dock
with a human operated fuel boom and then return to formation. A graphical top down view of the
refueling process is shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Aerial Refueling Process. Maneuvers between each waypoint are described in Table 1.

The tanker aircraft is shown in the center, with the refueling UAV flying in formation to be
refueled. In the actual refueling process, the UAV would always approach from a fixed position in
the formation. For modeling purposes, the aircraft to be refueled is assumed to approach from a
position behind and to the right of the tanker aircraft. From this position, the UAV will initiate a
sequence of maneuvers through the numbered waypoints, under a combination of human operator
commands and autonomous decisions. The possible maneuvers in the process are shown in Table 1.
The calculations in this paper utilize the separation of these waypoints found in the work of Ross
et al.10

Event Maneuver Man.# Description
σ12 Detach 1 1 a single UAV detaches from a formation of UAVs in flight to a position

slightly behind and to the right of a tanker aircraft.
σ23 Precontact 2 the UAV banks left towards a position directly behind the tanker aircraft.
σ34 Contact 3 the UAV approaches the tanker aircraft from behind to allow the boom

operator on board the tanker to lower the fuel boom and catch the UAV.
σ45 Postcontact 4 the UAV slows down and moves away from the tanker aircraft after the

boom operator detaches the fuel boom.
σ56 Detach 2 5 the UAV banks right towards a position directly behind the UAV forma-

tion.
σ67 Rejoin 6 the UAV speeds up and rejoins the formation to complete the refuel se-

quence.

Table 1. Default maneuvers in the aerial refueling process (see Fig. 2).



VII.B. Aircraft Model

Note that in a formation of UAVs, refueling occurs one vehicle at a time. Thus the rest of this paper
examines the interaction between a single UAV and the tanker aircraft. This approach leverages
previous work8, 17 by modeling the continuous behavior of the two aircraft in relative coordinates.
The model assumes that the two aircraft do not change altitude significantly in performing the aerial
refueling maneuvers, and this is justified in the state of the practice for human-piloted maneuvers
of this kind. In fact, using a change in altitude might jeopardize the success of the mission, as a
Boom Operator might suspend the mission if loss of line of sight occurs; thus, there is motivation
to preserve a 2D solution. Recent work by Williamson et al.44 provides promise that autonomous
vehicles will be capable of sufficiently accurate onboard sensing to utilize the selected coordinate
system. Placing the two aircraft in a 2D plane, the relative motion of the two aircraft in the UAV
reference frame can be modeled as:

ẋ = f (x,u,d) =
d
dt


x1

x2

x3

=


−u1 +d1 cosx3 +u2x2

d1 sinx3−u2x1

−u2

 (7)

where x1,x2,x3 are the longitudinal, lateral, and heading coordinates of the tanker aircraft in the
UAV reference frame, u1,u2 are the translational and angular velocities of the UAV as indicated
in Fig. 3, and d1 is the translational velocity of the tanker aircraft. In this model, the tanker is
assumed to hold a constant heading, namely it is in straight and level flight.

Capture sets and collision sets will be computed for each maneuver in Table 1 using the above
dynamics. The computations will initially assume the velocity of the tanker aircraft to be deter-
ministic, namely the range D is the single element v0 representing the nominal forward velocity
of the tanker aircraft. However, as discussed in Section IV, the computation can be modified in a
straightforward manner to account for fluctuations in the tanker velocity within a bounded range,
and this case is covered in Section VIII.E which demonstrates the corresponding changes to the
capture sets and collision sets.

For completeness, it should be noted that the relative coordinates in the UAV reference frame
and the tanker reference frame are related by a nonlinear coordinate transformation. Specifi-
cally, suppose x = (x1,x2,x3) is the coordinates of the tanker in the UAV reference frame, and
x̃ = (x̃1, x̃2, x̃3) is the coordinates of the UAV in the tanker reference frame, then x̃ = T (x), where
T : R3→ R3 is given by

T




x1

x2

x3


=


−x1 cosx3− x2 sinx3

x1 sinx3− x2 cosx3

−x3

 (8)



This transformation will become useful in transforming target sets and avoid sets specified in tanker
coordinates into UAV coordinates. Specifically, suppose a set S̃ is represented by a function φ̃ in
the tanker reference frame (namely φ̃(x̃) ≤ 0, ∀x̃ ∈ S̃), then the corresponding set S in the UAV
reference frame is represented by the function φ = φ̃ ◦T .

u1
u2

x2

x3O

x1

Figure 3. Relative-coordinate system, kinematic model. The origin of the coordinate system is centered on the UAV.

VII.C. Hybrid System Model

In the specific case of aerial refueling, consider the hybrid automaton shown in Fig. 4. In this
model, the maneuver sequence consists of the set of flight maneuvers listed in Table 1, labeled q1

to q6, along with six stationary modes q̂1 to q̂6. In addition, there are four general purpose escape
maneuvers, labeled q̃1 to q̃4 to handle fault conditions as discussed in Section VI. The system
dynamics within each flight maneuver is identical and given by (7). The various maneuvers differ
only by the choice of control laws Ki, K̃i, and K̂i, corresponding to transition maneuvers, stationary
maneuvers, and escape maneuvers, respectively.

As discussed in Section III, the design parameters include the maneuver control laws, guard
conditions for the command transitions, along with the domain of each flight maneuver. In order
to proceed with the design procedure given in Section V, the form of the control laws chosen for
each flight maneuver, along with the target sets and avoid sets will be defined.

VII.D. Control Law Design

The feedback control laws to perform the various maneuvers are applied through the inputs u1 and
u2. To emulate high-level waypoint following algorithms, proportional control laws are used to
steer the UAV to the various desired waypoints. For transition maneuvers q1 to q6, the equations
for the feedback laws are given by

u1 = k1(x1− x1 f )+ v0 (9)

u2 = k2(x2− x2 f ) (10)
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Figure 4. Aerial refueling formation transition model. The layout of the stationary flight modes pictured here roughly corresponds to
relative positions of the target sets (compare to Fig. 2).

where k1 and k2 are proportional gain constants, and x1 f , x2 f are the desired waypoint locations
in the UAV reference frame. To take into account actuator limitations, the above control law is
saturated to be within the input ranges [u1min ,u1max] and [−u2max,u2max], which defines the control
input space U. The control law for each stationary maneuver q̂i, i = 1, ...,6 is chosen to be identical
as that of the immediately preceding maneuver qi.

The control laws for the four escape maneuvers q̃i, i = 1, ...,4 are designed as follows: 1)
Escape 1 (steer left at max speed): u1 = u1max , u2 = u2max; 2) Escape 2 (steer right at max speed):
u1 = u1max , u2 = −u2max; 3) Escape 3 (slow down): u1 = u1min , u2 = 0; 4) Escape 4 (speed up):
u1 = u1max , u2 = 0.

The desired final locations for the flight maneuvers (except the escape maneuvers) are spec-
ified in Table 2. The proportional gain constants will be chosen so as to achieve the safety and
reachability objectives in the maneuver sequence design.

VII.E. Target, Avoid Sets

The target set Ri for each maneuver qi is chosen to be a disc shaped neighborhood around each
desired waypoint (see Fig. 5), with bounds on the relative heading error. This selection of a disc
shaped target is consistent with the objective of controlling the aircraft to within some Euclidean
distance of a given waypoint. For waypoint i, this set can be specified in tanker coordinates as
R̃i = B([−x1 f (qi), −x2 f (qi)],r0)× [−∆θ ,∆θ ] where B(x0,r) denotes a ball of radius r, centered



Table 2. Target Position Offsets (x1 f ,x2 f , in meters).

Maneuver Mode Label x1 f x2 f

Detach 1, Stationary 1 q1, q̂1 25.5 33.5
Precontact, Stationary 2 q2, q̂2 25.5 0

Contact, Stationary 3 q3, q̂3 8.0 0
Postcontact, Stationary 4 q4, q̂4 25.5 0

Detach 2, Stationary 5 q5, q̂5 25.5 33.5
Rejoin, Stationary 6 q6, q̂6 4.5 33.5

at x0 in R2. In this case, the radius and heading tolerance are chosen to be r0 = 4 m and ∆θ =

π/16 rad, respectively. The corresponding set in the UAV coordinate frame is obtained from the
transformation T in (8).

X0 = R6

R1 = R5

R2 = R4 R3

2a0

V

Figure 5. Target sets for each maneuver, the avoid set (with radius a0), and safe neighborhood around the boom, V .

Each flight maneuver uses an identical avoid set A, namely the set of continuous states cor-
responding to minimum separation infringement (MSI) violation between the tanker aircraft and
UAV. This set consists of a disc in the x1-x2 plane, with a small neighborhood of states around
the fuel boom removed to allow approach by the UAV. In the tanker reference frame, this is
given by Ã = (B([15, 0],a0)× [−π,π])\ V,∀qi ∈ Q, where a0 = 30m is the protected radius
(chosen based upon published data of the wingspan of a Boeing KC-135 Stratotanker), the ori-
gin of the tanker’s coordinate system is 15 m from the centroid of the tanker, and V is a small
hyper-rectangle of states around the boom location, defined in the tanker reference frame as V ={

x̃ ∈ R3 :−15m≤ x̃1 ≤ 10m,−8m≤ x̃2 ≤ 8m,−π ≤ x̃3 ≤ π
}

. The corresponding avoid set A in
the UAV coordinate frame can be obtained from the coordinate transformation T .



VIII. Production and Analysis of Results

The maneuver sequence design procedures described in Section V is now applied to the aerial
refueling example, and a simulation of the complete sequence is performed to validate the safety
and reachability conditions. This is followed by an example scenario illustrating the use of escape
maneuvers to recover from a faulty initialization of the refueling sequence. Finally, the effects of
disturbances on capture and collision sets are shown in the case of varying tanker velocity.

For the reachable set computations and simulation results shown in this section, the nominal
velocity of the tanker aircraft is chosen to be v0 = 84.8 m/s (75% of the maximum allowable
velocity of the UAV); the velocity input u1 for the UAV has the saturation limits [40,113] m/s,
and the angular velocity input u2 has the saturation limits [−π/6,π/6] s−1. The maximum UAV
velocity value is based on published specifications for the MQ-9 Predator B; other values are
chosen based on realistic constraints.

VIII.A. Capture Sets and Collision Sets

Following the procedure given in Section V.A, the capture set for each mode qi is computed with
respect to a target set Ri to a time instant τi at which Ri−1 ⊂R fi(Ri,Ki,τi). A collision set com-
putation is then performed to verify the condition Ri−1 ⊂A C

fi (A,Ki,τi). For mode q1, the set R0 is
specified to be the set of permissible initial states X0, as shown in Fig. 5. The proportional control
law for each flight maneuver is tuned appropriately so as to ensure the target attainability and safety
objectives are met at each design step. The set of gain constants and maneuver timings obtained
from this design procedure is summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Proportional Gain Constants (k1, k2) and Maneuver Timings (τi in seconds), with elapsed time for an autonomous execution.

Maneuver k1 k2 Time τi (s) Elapsed time (s)
Detach 1 3 1 1.25 1.25

Precontact 0.5 5 3.00 4.25
Contact 2.5 1 1.00 5.25

Postcontact 2.5 1 1.00 6.25
Detach 2 1 5 3.50 9.75
Rejoin 3 1 1.25 11.0

Escape 1 n/a n/a 1.5 n/a
Escape 2 n/a n/a 1.5 n/a
Escape 3 n/a n/a 1.5 n/a
Escape 4 n/a n/a 1.5 n/a

Note that the timings for the escape maneuvers are chosen by the designer, according to the



criterion discussed in Section VI.B. Example capture sets are shown in Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b for
the Contact (q3) and Rejoin (q6) maneuvers. Using these results, the switching conditions can be
synthesized as in Section V.A.

Casual examination of Fig. 6b seems to indicate asymmetric results for a symmetric problem.
However, recall that in Fig. 6a, (6b), the vertical axis represents angular heading difference, not
altitude difference. In Fig. 6d, a “slice” of the capture and collision sets for Precontact mode at
x3 = 0, the asymmetry for the collision set reflects overshoot of the controller that forces the UAV
into the avoid set; asymmetry for the capture set is from the granularity of the computational grid.
As discussed in Section IV.A, the reachable set surface is an approximation, and if additional grid
points exist, the surface more closely approximates a symmetric reach set.

(a) Capture (light, green) and collision (dark, red) sets for
Precontact.

(b) Capture (light, green) and collision (dark, red) sets for
Rejoin.
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(c) Slice of (a) at x3 = 0
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(d) Slice of (b) at x3 = 0
Figure 6. (a) Capture Set for Transition 2 to 3 (Precontact). (b) Capture set for Transition 5 to 6 (Rejoin). Note that the changes in gains
and desired waypoint location make this set dramatically different from (a). In each figure, x1 and x2 represent longitudinal and lateral
offset (respectively), and x3 represents the offset in heading between the UAV and tanker. (c) A slice of the sets in (a) at x3 = 0 shows that
the target set for the Precontact mode is disjoint from the collision set for that maneuver. Likewise, (d) shows the same result for the Rejoin
maneuver. Finally, note the disconnected regions of the collision set in (d); the upper region represents the area where executing the control
law results in overshoot, putting the UAV in the avoid set (MSI region).



VIII.B. Invariant Sets

For each stationary maneuver q̂i, i = 1,2, ...,6 in Fig. 4, an invariant set calculation is performed
according to the procedure described in Section V.B.

Using the control laws defined in Section VII.D, and with the choice of corresponding gain
constants given in Table 3, the invariance criteria are indeed verified for each of the stationary
maneuvers. The result of an invariant set calculation is shown in Fig. 7 for Stationary 3 (q̂3),
corresponding to when the UAV is expected to be refueling. In these plots, the invariant set W ∞

f̂3
satisfies R3 ⊂W ∞

f̂3
. Additionally, it lies within the feasible set of the next maneuver Postcontact

(q4), namely W ∞

f̂3
⊂R f4(R4,K4,τ4)∩A C

f4 (A,K4,τ4). This condition also implies W ∞

f̂3
⊂ AC, which

means that the trajectory in q̂3 is guaranteed to be safe at all times.

(a) Capture set and invariant set. (b) Collision set and invariant set.
Figure 7. Results of the invariance calculation, applied to the Stationary 3 (fueling) maneuver. (a) W ∞

f̂3
⊂R f4 (R4,K4,τ4), i.e., the inner, blue

area shows full containment of the invariant set of maneuver q̂3 within the capture set of maneuver q4. (b) W ∞

f̂3
⊂ A C

f4
(A,K4,τ4), i.e., the

collision set of the maneuver q4 is disjoint from the invariant set of maneuver q̂3.

VIII.C. Refueling Sequence Simulation

A complete simulation of the refueling sequence is constructed to check the satisfaction of the
safety and target attainability objectives. In this simulation, the transitions from maneuver qi to
stationary mode q̂i are autonomous, namely a forced transition is taken into a stationary mode as
the state of the UAV enters the target set of each maneuver.

Some snapshots of the simulation are shown in Fig. 8, where the capture sets and collision
sets for each flight maneuver are superimposed on the trajectory of the UAV. As guaranteed by
the mode switching conditions, each maneuver is completed within the transition timing given in
Table 3, without entering the avoid set A corresponding to MSI. Furthermore, it is verified that
with x ∈ Ri in mode qi, the conditions x ∈R fi+1(Ri+1,Ki+1,τi+1) and x 6∈A fi+1(A,Ki+1,τi+1) are
satisfied, allowing the next maneuver in the sequence to be initiated.
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Figure 8. Refueling sequence simulation with capture sets (dashed lines), avoid and collision sets (dotted lines).



VIII.D. Recovery from Faulty Initialization

In this section, a simulation scenario is formulated with the system state initialized outside the set
of feasible initial conditions for Detach 1 (q1), as given by γ01. The goal in this case is to construct a
sequence of escape maneuvers to arrive at the target set R2 of the Precontact (q2) maneuver, using
the collision sets A f̃i(A, K̃i, τ̃i) computed for escape maneuvers 1-4, as well as the capture and
collision sets for the Precontact maneuver. Human supervision is used to guide the construction
of this sequence, the selection of the maneuvers in this simulation is performed using examination
of the generated sets by the authors. The results are shown in Fig. 9.

From the first plot, the UAV is initialized with x 6∈R f2(R2,K2,τ2) (outside the capture set for
Precontact); in fact x ∈ A f2(A,K2,τ2) (the UAV is in the collision set for mode q2, Precontact).
However, being within the collision set for Precontact means only that if the Precontact mode
is selected that unsafe behavior will occur, not that unsafe behavior is unavoidable. Thus, at this
location a safe maneuver is selected—Escape 4 (q̃4), namely “speed up”—since x 6∈A f̃4(A, K̃4, τ̃4).
After performing this maneuver for some time, while consulting the collision sets, it is found that
both q̃2 (Escape 2) and q̃1 (Escape 1) become available corresponding to turn right and turn left,
respectively. State q̃2 is chosen first, followed by q̃1 to return the heading to that of the tanker
vehicle, and then q̃3 (slow down). While reducing speed, the state of the UAV enters the capture set
of the Precontact maneuver (x ∈R f2(R2,K2,τ2)), and the UAV mode transitions to the Precontact

maneuver, and the fault recovery sequence completes.

VIII.E. Effects of Disturbance on Reachable Set Computation

In the preceding simulations, all capture and collision sets are generated assuming the nominal
tanker velocity v0 = 84.8m/s. However, during execution time, there is some degree of uncertainty
associated with the velocity of the tanker, due to unmodeled dynamics and various environment
disturbances (for example wind effects). This uncertainty may not be significant for maneuvers
far enough from the tanker aircraft. However, for the Contact maneuver where the UAV needs
to come within close proximity of the tanker aircraft, even slight variations in the tanker aircraft
speeds may compromise the safety of the maneuver.

As discussed in Section IV, the Hamilton-Jacobi formulation of reachable sets offers the flexi-
bility to account for this uncertainty in the tanker aircraft velocity. In this case, the tanker velocity
d1 is allowed to fluctuate in the bounded range [79.14,90.45] m/s (70-80% of the maximum al-
lowable velocity of the UAV). The capture and collision sets for the Contact maneuver under the
effects of this disturbance are shown in Fig. 10 (a) and (b), along with the same sets calculated
under the nominal tanker velocity.

As expected, the capture set with added uncertainty is smaller than that without uncertainty,
shown in Fig. 10a. This is due to the fact that under worst case tanker aircraft speed input, the
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(d) Escape Mode 3 (Slow down), shown at t = 3s
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(e) Performing Precontact, shown here at t = 5s
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(f) Precontact completed, shown here at t = 8s
Figure 9. Maneuvers for fault recovery sequence. The legend shows the capture and collision sets for Precontact, and the collision set for
the currently selected escape maneuver. Note that in this design, there is a period where x ∈ A f2 (A,K2,τ2), but the controller performs
instead a safe escape maneuver q̃i, for which x 6∈A f̃i (A, K̃i, τ̃i).
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Figure 10. Capture set and collision set for Contact under worst-case tanker speed.

tanker is effectively trying to prevent the UAV from entering the refueling zone. Similarly, the
worst case collision set under uncertainty, shown in Fig. 10b, is larger than that without uncertainty.
This results from the worst case tanker speed input which effectively tries to force a collision with
the UAV.

IX. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, a systematic method is presented for designing maneuver control laws and tran-
sition conditions to ensure the safe and correct operation of a sequential mode transition system
with both human-operated and autonomous transitions. The method is based on a hybrid formal-
ism and Hamilton-Jacobi based reachability analysis, which guarantees robustness of the design
to bounded continuous disturbances. Procedures for handling symmetric, deterministic communi-
cation latency and for recovering from faulty initial conditions are also provided. This approach
is applied to the specific example of automated aerial refueling, with simulation results verifying
the satisfaction safety and reachability objectives, and reachability computations demonstrating
the influence of tanker velocity disturbances on the size of capture sets and collision sets. It is
important to note that the performance guarantees of the proposed design approach are only valid
under the assumed bounds on the environment disturbances. Further work needs to be performed
to determine whether these bounds in fact apply for a typical aerial refueling scenario.

Ongoing work focuses on constructing a formal algorithm, based upon the design procedures
given in this paper, with which the UAV could generate decisions for formation transitions in
scenarios involving interactions with human operators. This would be done in conjunction with
the vehicle’s onboard state as well as reachable set data. Additional work focuses on domain-



specific models of the interaction protocols, in order to automatically synthesize the code that
generates the reachable sets, as well as simulators to validate the designs. Further investigation
into computationally efficient techniques for calculating the reachable sets would also enable the
application of the described techniques to scenarios with high-order continuous dynamics.
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